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SUCCESS STORY
 Case Study of Ansu Kandeh
Ansu Kandeh is a student from Kabala Secondary School and he is a frequent user of the
Rachel content at the static lab, Ansu used to visit the lab every Tuesday and Friday to do
research on the Rachel Server and he is currently taking the West Africa Secondary School
Certificate Examination. (WASSCE).
See Photo below of Ansu Kandeh. Just after his Geography exam.
BRIEF STATEMENT MADE BY ANSU KANDEH at the ILRC
The facilities provided by CAUSE Canada at the Integrated Learning
and Resource Centre (ILRC) which is currently helping most students
in their academic work.
To me personally the RACHEL has been a solution solver in my
academy work, solving my assignments and further researched on my
subjects’ areas, visiting the ILRC had so far helped me a lot since I
started using the RACHEL some years back, through the guidance of
Mr. Samuel Momoh and Matthew A. Turay, I have been able to get
the syllabus of all my subjects which am currently close in completing
them. I normally visit the ILRC on Tuesday and Friday to do research on different subjects and
topics from the RACHEL Server.
I have experienced a lot of positive changes in my life and my academic work, since I started using
the RACHEL and due to the increase in my academic performance in school, I was featured to be
the senior prefect of my school and I am currently serving in that capacity as Head Boy. Also,
public speaking happens to be part of our academic work and that was one of the thing I normally
make researches on mostly on TED-Talks, in several occasion, I have been featured as the best
debater in my school, District and once in regional level.
My favorite content is the KHAN ACADEMY by Ka-lite followed by GCF learn free .org.
Presently I am taking the WASSCE exams and I believe I will make it for I have been doing a lot
on the RACHEL before this time, and by the grace of God I will be pursing Information,
Communication and Technology in my university level. Even after taking my exams, I want the
ILRC to be open throughout the week so that I and my friends will be able to access its’ facilities.
In conclusion, I want to once again thank CAUSE Canada for the good work they are doing, the
facilities they are providing at the ILRC and all other things to promote education and special
thanks and appreciation to my tutors Mr. Samuel Momoh and Mr. Matthew A. Turay.

